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In this paper we consider two different initial-boundary value problems in
generalized heat conduction. We first establish continuous dependence on the
initial-time geometry in an exterior region for solutions of one well studied model
system. We then derive inequalities which imply continuous dependence on the
spatial geometry in a bounded region for the same problem with an added
dissipation term. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In formulating and solving an initial-boundary value problem the initial
data can almost never be measured at each point in the spatial domain at
precisely the same time. Likewise, in the numerical treatment of such
problems the elements will seldom fit the spatial domain exactly. This will
result in errors in initial-time and spatial geometries. In this paper we
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A number of models for heat conduction have appeared in the literature
 w x. w xsee papers cited in 10 . In fact the model studied in 10 which has been
proposed for heat conduction at low temperature makes use of the
following relation between heat flux and temperature, i.e.,
t u s yu y kT q mDu q n u , 1.1 .i , t i , i i j , ji
where u denotes the ith component of heat flux, and T is the tempera-i
ture. The coefficients t , k , m, and n are positive constants, and D is the
Laplace operator. Throughout this work we use a comma to indicate
partial differentiation, and employ the summation convention of summing
 .over repeated spatial indices from 1 to 3. Associated with this system 1.1
is the energy balance
cT s yu , 1.2 ., t i , i
where c is a positive constant.
A number of growth, decay, and continuous dependence results for this
w xsystem were derived in 10, 6 . Continuous dependence for the forward and
w xbackward in time problems on a bounded domain was obtained in 13 .
w xSaint-Venant type results for this system were established in 12 .
In Section 2 we derive inequalities for solutions of an exterior initial-
 .  .boundary value problem for 1.1 and 1.2 which imply continuous depen-
dence on the initial-time geometry. In Section 3 we establish continuous
dependence on the spatial geometry for solutions of an interior initial-
 .boundary value problem in which u and T satisfy 1.1 andi
cT s zDT y u , 1.3 ., t i , i
where z is a positive constant. We make use of weighted energy methods
in deriving our results.
One of the first papers studying the question of continuous dependence
on the initial-time geometry for ill posed problems was that of Knops and
w xPayne 8 in their investigation of problems in elastodynamics. They
w xsubsequently improved their earlier results in 9 . Following this a number
of papers dealing with the same question for other classes of ill and well
posed problems have appeared in the literature see, e.g., Ames and Payne
w x w x w x1, 2 , Ames and Straughan 3 , Franchi and Straughan 7 , Payne and
w x .Straughan 14, 15 , and others . The first paper to deal with the question of
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continuous dependence on spatial geometry for an ill posed problem was
w xthat of Crooke and Payne 4 who studied the initial-boundary value
problem for the backward heat equation. Further investigations along this
w x w x w xline have been made by Payne 11 , Persens 16 , and Song 17, 18 .
Throughout this paper we use the following notation in denoting the
integral over V at time t,
f dx s f x , t dx , 1.4 .  .H H
V Vt
dx denoting an element of volume in R3. We confine our attention to
 .classical solutions assumed to exist although our arguments are clearly
valid for classes of weak solutions.
2. CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE ON THE INITIAL-TIME
GEOMETRY IN V
3 3Let D be a bounded simply connected domain in R and let V s R rD.
We compare solutions of the two problems
t u s yu y kT q mDu q n u ,i , t i , i i j , ji  4in V = t ) 0 ,5cT s yu ,, t i , i
 4u s 0, on ­ D = t G 0 , 2.1 .i
u x , 0 s f , .i i , x g V ,5T x , 0 s g , .
and
t ¨ s y¨ y kS q mD¨ q n ¨ ,i , t i , i i j , ji
, t ) eF x , x g V , .5cS s y¨ ,, t i , i
¨ s 0, t G eF x , x g ­ D , 2.2 .  .i
¨ x , eF x s f , . .i i , x g V ,5S x , eF x s g , . .
for differentiable data functions f and g, where f vanishes for x g ­ D.i i
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 .We assume that F x satisfies
< <F x F 1, .
, x g V . 2.3 .5< <=F x F K , K a constant .
 .Note that problem 2.2 is not a standard problem in the sense that the
 .surface t s eF x on which data are prescribed is not a characteristic
 .surface. Nevertheless, if the surface t s eF x is sufficiently smooth it can
be shown that the problem is well posed. Further, we note that the second
 .assumption 2.3 implies that the t component of the normal vector to this
surface is of one sign.
Our first aim in this section is to derive a comparison inequality between
 .  .solutions of 2.1 and 2.2 for t ) e . To this end, we set
w s u y ¨ , f s T y S. 2.4 .i i i
Since the equations for w and f are linear, then for t ) e the solution seti
 .  .  .w , f satisfies 2.1 ] 2.1 . As is usually done in the exterior problemsi 1 2
we use a weighted energy to avoid having to make extraneous decay
assumptions at infinity. Using the weight
s s eya r , 2.5 .
 .1r2  .where r s x x with the origin take at some point in D , and a is ai i
positive constant to be chosen, we define an error estimate in the measure
y1 2E t s s w w q ckt f dx , 2.6 .  .H i i
V t
and seek a first order differential inequality of the form
E9 t F g E for t ) e , 2.7 .  .
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to t and the positive
constant g is to be determined as a function of a . The effect of the weight
s is to allow solution growth at infinity. Other uses of weighted energies
w x w xmay be found in the books of Straughan 19 , and Flavin and Rionero 5 .
 .  .To derive 2.7 , we differentiate 2.6 , use the differential equations for
w and f, and apply the divergence theorem and the boundary conditionsi
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to obtain
y1E9 t s 2 s w w q ckt ff dx . H i i , t , t
V t
2
s s w yw y kf q mDw q n w y kf w dx .H i i , i i j , ji i , it V t
1
s y2s w w q 2ks w f q 2smw Dw q 2sn w w dx .H i i , i i i i i j , jit V t
1
s I q I q I q I , 2.8 .  .1 2 3 4t
 .where the definitions of the I 's are obvious. In arriving at 2.8 , we use then
fact that the function s has been so chosen that boundary terms at
infinity vanish. We proceed now to bound I , I , and I in turn. First, an2 3 4
application of the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality to I yields2
xi
I s y2ka s w f dxH2 irV t
k 2
2 2F da s w w dx q sf dx , 2.9 .H Hi i dV Vt t
for an arbitrary positive d to be determined later. An integration by parts
in I results in3
x j
I s 2m as w w dx y 2m s w w dxH H3 i i , j i , j i , jrV Vt t
1
2F ma s w w dx , 2.10 .H i i2 V t
where the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality has been employed. In a
similar manner, we bound
1
2I F na s w w dx. 2.11 .H4 i i2 V t
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 .  .  .  .  .On substituting 2.9 , 2.10 , and 2.11 into 2.8 , we may rewrite 2.8 in
the form
1 a 2 a 2 k 2
2 2E9 t F da q m q n y 2 s w w dx q sf dx. . H Hi i /t 2 2 tdV Vt t
2.12 .
We now choose d to be either d or d , where d and d are defined as1 2 1 2
1r2 y1 2d s tkrc a , for a m q n ) 4, .  .1
2.13 .
1r22 y2d s 2 y a m q n r2 q tkrc a a , otherwise. .  .2
This leads to
E9 t F g E, 2.14 .  .
where
k 1 1
g s max , . 2.15 . /c d d1 2
Upon integration we obtain
E t F E e exp g t y e . 2.16 .  .  .  .
To complete the continuous dependence bound, we now show the
 .  .E e s O e . To this end, we first make use of the triangle inequality to
write
1r2
21r2 y1E e F s u y f u y f q ckt T y g dx .  .  .  .H i i i i 5
Ve
1r2
2y1q s ¨ y f ¨ y f q ckt S y g dx .  .  .H i i i i 5
Ve
s J 1r2 q J 1r2 . 2.17 .1 2
We carry out the bound for J in detail. The analogous bound for J will2 1
then be immediate. We define
 4¨ for V h = eF F h F t , .i¨ s 2.18 .Äi   4f for V h = ye F h F eF , .i
 4S for V h = eF F h F t , .ÄS s 2.19 .  4g for V h = ye F h F eF . .
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Using the divergence theorem and differential equations for ¨ and S, wei
write
t y1 Ä ÄJ t s 2 s ¨ y f ¨ q ckt s S y g S dx dh .  .Ä Ä  .H H2 i i i , h , h
ye Vh
2 t Äs s ¨ y f y¨ q mD¨ q n ¨ y kS .Ä Ä Ä ÄH H  /i i i i j , ji , it ye Vh
Äyks S y g ¨ dx dh . 2.20 .Ä . i , i
 .To estimate each integral in 2.20 , we introduce the notation
t
F s s ¨ y f ¨ y f dx dh , .  .Ä ÄH H1 i i i i
ye Vh
t
F s s ¨ y f ¨ y f dx dh ,Ä Ä .  .H H2 i , j i , j i , j i , j
ye Vh
t 2F s s ¨ y f dx dh , .ÄH H3 i , i i , i
ye Vh
2.21 .
2t ÄF s s S y g dx dh . .H H4
ye Vh
Using integration by parts and an application of the arithmetic-geomet-
ric mean inequality and noting that the contributions from infinity in the
 .boundary terms vanish because of 2.5 , we obtain for computable positive
constants bi
t t
y2 s ¨ y f ¨ dx dh s y2 F y 2 s ¨ y f f dx dh .  .Ä Ä ÄH H H Hi i i 1 i i i
ye V ye Vh h
1 t
F y2 F q b F q s f f dx dh ,H H1 1 1 i ib ye V1 h
2.22 .
and after some simplification
t
2m s ¨ y f ¨ dx dh .Ä ÄH H i i i , j j
ye Vh
a
F y2mF q ma b q b F q m q b F .2 2 3 1 4 2 /b2
a 1 t
q m q s f f dx dh . 2.23 .H H i , j i , j /b b ye V3 4 h
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Similarly, we derive the bounds
t
2n s ¨ y f ¨ dx dh .Ä ÄH i i j , ji
Vye h
a
F y2n F q na b q b F q n q b F .3 5 6 1 7 3 /b5
a 1 t 2q n q s f dx dh , 2.24 .H H j , j /b b ye V6 7 h
and
t Ä Äy2 ks ¨ y f S q ks S y g ¨ dx dh .Ä Ä .H H i i , i i , i
ye Vh
t Äs 2 k s ¨ y f S y g q s ¨ y f g dx dh .  .Ä Ä .H H , i i i , i i i
ye Vh
t Äq 2 k s ¨ y f g y s S y g f dx dh .Ä  .H H i , i i , i i , i
ye Vh
a
F k a b q a b F q k b F q k q b F .9 10 1 11 3 12 4 /b9
a 1 kt t2 2q k q s g dx dh q s f dx dh .H H H H i , i /b b bye V ye V10 11 12h h
2.25 .
Collecting the above results, we have
1
J t F b q ma b q ma b q na b q na b q ka b q ka b y 2 F .  .2 1 2 3 2 6 9 10 1t
m n
y1 y1y 2 y a b y b F y 2 y a b y b y k b F .  .2 4 2 5 7 11 3t t
k
y1q a b q b F q eR , 2.26 . .9 12 4t
where R is a data term of the form
R s c s g 2dx q s c f f q c f f q c f 2 dx , 2.27 . .H H1 2 i i 3 i , j i , j 4 j , j
V V
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for computable constants c 's. We choose the b 's in such a way thati i
2 y a by1 y b G 0, 2 y a by1 y b y k b G 0, 2.28 . .  .2 4 5 7 11
in which case we have for t - e for computable A dropping two non-
 ..negative terms on the right-hand side of 2.26
t
J t F A J h dx dh q eR . 2.29 .  .  .H2 2
ye
If we now let
t
Q t s J h dx dh , 2.30 .  .  .H 2
ye
we then have
Q9 t F AQ t q eR . 2.31 .  .  .
 .Integrating 2.31 from ye to t, we obtain
y1Q t F A eR exp A t q e y 1 , 2.32 4 .  .  .
and this leads to
J e s Q9 e F eRe2 Ae . 2.33 .  .  .2
 .Similarly, we bound J s O e . This analysis establishes continuous de-1
pendence and results in the following theorem.
 .  .  .THEOREM 1. Let u , T and ¨ , S be classical solutions of 2.1 andi i
 .2.2 , respecti¨ ely. Then for t G e the following inequality holds
2s w w q ckrt f dx F E e exp g t y e .  .  .H i i
V t
s O e exp g t y e , 2.34 .  .  .
 .where g is gi¨ en by 2.15 .
3. CONTINUOUS DEPENDENCE ON THE SPATIAL
GEOMETRY IN D
In this section we assume for simplicity that D and D are bounded1 2
regions in R3, each star shaped with respect to a point in D l D . We1 2
wish to compare solutions of the following two initial-boundary problems
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 .assumed to exist :
t u b s yu b y kT b q mDu b q n u b ,i , t i , i i j , ji
in D , t g 0, t , .b 1b b b 5cT s zDT y u ,, t i , i
b b w xu s 0, T s 0, on ­ D , t g 0, t , 3.1 .i b 1
u b x , 0 s f b , .i i , x g D ,bb b 5T x , 0 s g , .
for b s 1, 2. For differentiable data functions f b and g b, we assume thati
 .D defined as D ' D l D is smooth enough so that the divergence1 2
theorem may be applied. Letting w s u1 y u2 and u s T 1 y T 2, wei i i
obtain the following initial-boundary value problem:
t w s yw y ku q mDw q n w ,i , t i , i i j , ji  4in D = t ) 0 ,5cu s zDu y w ,, t i , i
w x , t s u1 y u2 , .i i i  4on ­ D = t ) 0 , 3.2 .
1 2 5u x , t s T y T , .
w x , 0 s f 1 y f 2 s f , .i i i i
1 2 5u x , 0 s g y g s g . .
To establish continuous dependence on the geometry, we first set
t 2J t s w w q ku dx dh . 3.3 .  . .HH i i
0 D
Since it is difficult to work with the inhomogeneous boundary data, we
 .introduce auxiliary functions ¨ and c which for t g 0, t are solutions ofi 1
 .the following initial-boundary value problem here t ) 0 is arbitrary :1
t ¨ y ¨ q kc q mD¨ q n ¨ s w ,i , t i , i i j , ji i  4in D = 0 - t - t ,15cc q zDc q ¨ s u ,, t i , i
¨ x , t s 0, .i  4on ­ D = 0 - t - t , 3.4 .15c x , t s 0, .
¨ x , t s 0, .i 1 , x g D.5c x , t s 0, .1
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 .  .  .Substituting 3.4 and 3.4 into 3.3 results in1 2
t1J t s w t ¨ y ¨ q kc q mD¨ q n ¨ dx dh .  .H H1 i i , h i , i i j , ji
0 D
t1q k u cc q zDc q ¨ dx dh . 3.5 . .H H , h i , i
0 D
 .Upon integrating by parts, and using 3.2 , we find
t1J t s y t ¨ f q ckc g dx q w m¨ n q n ¨ n ds dh .  .  .H H E1 i i i i , j j j , j i
D 0 ­ D0
t t1 1q zk uc n ds dh q k w c dx dhH E H H, j j i , i
0 ­ D 0 D
t1y ¨ t w q w y mDw y n w dx dh .H H i i , h i i j , ji
0 D
t t1 1y k c cu y zDu dx dh q k u ¨ dx dh , 3.6 . .H H H H, h i , i
0 D 0 D
where s is arc length on ­ D and the symbol D is used to designate the0
region D at time t s 0. It follows then that
t1J t s y t ¨ f q ckc g dx q w m¨ n q n ¨ n ds dh .  .  .H H E1 i i i i , j j j , j i
D 0 ­ D0
t t1 1q zk uc n ds dh q k w c dx dhH E H H, j j i , i
0 ­ D 0 D
t t t1 1 1q k ¨ u dx dh q k c w dx dh q k u ¨ dx dh .H H H H H Hi , i i , i i , i
0 D 0 D 0 D
3.7 .
We note that the last four terms cancel one another. Hence we have
t1J t s y t ¨ f q ckc g dx q w m¨ n q n ¨ n ds dh .  .  .H H E1 i i i i , j j j , j i
D 0 ­ D1
t1q zk uc n ds dh . 3.8 .H E , j j
0 ­ D
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 .An application of the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality to 3.8 results
in
t12J t F a ¨ ¨ dx q a c dx q a x n ¨ ¨ ds dh . H H H E1 1 i i 2 3 k k i , j i , j
D D 0 ­ D0 0
1r2
t t1 12qa x n ¨ ds dh q a x n c c ds dhH E H E4 k k j , j 5 k k , j , j 5
0 ­ D 0 ­ D
t 2 c2k 2
2= f f dx q g dxH Hi i a aD D1 20 0
m2 n 2t t1 1y1 y1q x n w w ds dh q x n w w ds dh .  .H E H Ek k i i k k i ia a0 ­ D 0 ­ D3 4
1r22 2z k t1 y1 2q x n u ds dh , 3.9 .  .H E k k 5a 0 ­ D5
for arbitrary positive a 's.i
We next consider the following identity for arbitrary positive a and a :1 2
t1 x ¨ q a ¨ y a ¨ .H H k i , k 1 i , h 2 i
0 D
= t ¨ y ¨ q kc q mD¨ q n ¨ y w dx dh s 0. 3.10 . .i , h i , i i j , ji i
Using integration by parts, and noting the fact that the tangential deriva-
tive ¨ n y ¨ n vanishes on ­ D, we havei, k j i, j k
3 at t 11 1a t ¨ ¨ dx dh q ¨ ¨ dx dh q ¨ ¨ dxH H H H H1 i , h i , h i i i i2 20 D 0 D D0
m mt t1 1q x n ¨ ¨ ds dh q ¨ ¨ dx dhH E H Hk k i , j i , j i , j i , j2 20 ­ D 0 D
n n mat t 11 12 2q x n ¨ ds dh q ¨ dx dh q ¨ ¨ dxH E H H Hk k j , j j , j i , j i , j2 2 20 ­ D 0 D D0
n a t a t1 2 12q ¨ dx q ¨ ¨ dx q a ¨ ¨ dx dhH H H Hj , j i i 2 i i2 2D D 0 D0 0
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t t1 1 2q ma ¨ ¨ dx dh q ¨a ¨ dx dhH H H H2 i , j i , j 2 j , j
0 D 0 D
t1s x ¨ q a ¨ y a ¨ w y kc dx dh .  .H H k i , k 1 i , h 2 i i , i
0 D
t1yt x ¨ ¨ dx dhH H k i , k i , h
0 D
s G. 3.11 .
 .A use of the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality in 3.11 leads for
arbitrary positive constants s toi
d2 s ks dt t t1 21 1 1GF w w dx dhq ¨ ¨ dx dhq ¨ ¨ dx dhH H H H H Hi i i , j i , j i , j i , j2s 2 20 D 0 D 0 D1
k d at t11 1q c c dx dh q w w dx dhH H H H, j , j i i2s 2s0 D 0 D2 3
s a s a kt t3 1 4 11 1q ¨ ¨ dx dh q ¨ ¨ dx dhH H H Hi , h i , h i , h i , h2 20 D 0 D
k a at t1 21 1q c c dx dh q w w dx dhH H H H, j , j i i2s 2s0 D 0 D4 5
s a t t5 2 1 1q ¨ ¨ dx dh q k a ¨ c dx dhH H H Hi i 2 i , i2 0 D 0 D
t d ts dt t61 1q ¨ ¨ dx dh q ¨ ¨ dx dh , 3.12 .H H H Hi , k i , k i , h i , h2s 20 D 0 D6
where d2 s max x x .D k k
Next for arbitrary positive b and b we consider the identity1 2
t1 x c q b c y b c cc q zDc q ¨ y u dx dh s 0. 3.13 . .  .H H k , k 1 , h 2 , h i , i
0 D
 .As in the previous computation in 3.11 , we have
2z ­c zt t t1 1 12b c c dx dh q x n ds dh q c c dx dhH H H E H H1 , h k k , j , j /2 ­ n 20 D 0 ­ D 0 D
b z b c t1 2 12q c c dx q c dx q b z c c dx dhH H H H, j , j 2 , i , i2 2D D 0 D0 0
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t t1 1s yc x c c dx dh q x c q b c y b c .H H H Hk , k , h k , k 1 , h 2
0 D 0 D
= u y ¨ dx dh .i , i
s H . 3.14 .
 .Use of the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality in 3.14 leads for
positive constants b toi
cd cb d d2t t t11 1 12 2H F c c dx dh q c dx dh q u dx dhH H H H H H, k , k , h2b 2 2b0 D 0 D 0 D1 2
b b b bt t t2 1 3 11 1 12 2q c c dx dh q u dx dh q c dx dhH H H H H H, k , k , h2 2b 20 D 0 D 0 D3
b b bt t2 4 21 12 2q u dx dh q c dx dhH H H H2b 20 D 0 D4
d b dt t51 1 2q c c dx dh q ¨ dx dhH H H H, k , k j , j2b 20 D 0 D5
b b bt t t1 6 11 1 12 2q c dx dh q ¨ dx dh q b c ¨ dx dh .H H H H H H, h i , i 2 i , i2b 20 D 0 D 0 D6
3.15 .
 .  .Choosing b s k a and combining 3.10 ] 3.15 , we obtain2 2
s a s a k ts a d t3 1 4 1 6 1 1a t y y y ¨ ¨ dx dhH H1 i , h i , h /2 2 2 0 D
m s k ds t d t1 2 1q q ma y y y ¨ ¨ dx dhH H2 i , j i , j /2 2 2 2s a 0 D6 1
n b d b b t5 6 1 1 2q q n a y y ¨ dx dhH H2 j , j /2 2 2 0 D
3 s a t5 2 1q q a y ¨ ¨ dx dhH H2 i i /2 2 0 D
b cd b b b t1 3 1 1 1 2q b c y y y c dx dhH H1 , h /2 2 2b 0 D6
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z cd b d k d k a t2 1 1q qk a zy y y y y c c dx dhH H2 , i , i /2 2b 2 2b 2s 2s 0 D1 5 2 4
b k a t4 2 1 2q y c dx dh 3.16 .H H /2 0 D
2z ­c mt t1 1q x n ds dh q x n ¨ ¨ ds dhH E H Ek k k k i , j i , j /2 ­ n 20 ­ D 0 ­ D
n ma n at 1 11 2 2q x n ¨ ds dh q ¨ ¨ dx q ¨ dxH E H Hk k j , j i , j i , j j , j2 2 20 ­ D D D0 0
a a t b z k a c1 2 1 2 2q q ¨ ¨ dx q c c dx q c dxH H Hi i , j , j /2 2 2 2D D D0 0 0
d2 a a t1 2 1F q q w w dx dhH H i i /2s 2s 2s 0 D1 3 5
d2 b k a t1 2 1 2q q q u dx dh .H H /2b 2b 2b 0 D2 3 4
By choosing the arbitrary constants appropriately we can make the coeffi-
cients of the first few terms on the left non-negative and the coefficient of
the sixth term not less than ly1 times the coefficient of the seventh term.
Here l is the first Dirichlet eigenvalue of the Laplacian. For instance the
choices s s tr2, s s tky1r2, and s s 1rd make the coefficient of the3 4 6
first term zero. Then for arbitrary choices of s , s , and a the coefficient1 2 1
of the second and third terms may be made non-negative by choosing a2
sufficiently large. The choice s s 2 makes the coefficient of the fourth5
term equal to 3r2. The choices b s b dy1r2, b s cr2, and b s 1rc1 1 3 6
reduce the coefficient of the next term zero. With the choice b s zl, and4
arbitrary b , b , and s , the combined sixth and seventh terms may be2 5 2
made non-negative with a chosen sufficiently large, if necessary larger2
than the choice for a made previously. With such choices we have for2
 .computable a 's and M dropping non-negative terms on the left .i
t12a ¨ ¨ dx q a c dx q a x n ¨ ¨ ds dhH H H E1 i i 2 3 k k i , j i , j
D D 0 ­ D0 0
t t1 12q a x n ¨ ds dh q a x n c c ds dh F MJ t . .H E H E4 k k j , j 5 k k , j , j 1
0 ­ D 0 ­ D
3.17 .
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 .  .Returning to 3.9 with the a in 3.9 chosen as above, we havei
t 2 c2k 2
2J t F M f f dx q g dx . H H1 i i a aD D1 20 0
m2 n 2 t1 y1q q x n w w ds dh .H E k k i i /a a 0 ­ D3 4
z 2k 2 t1 y1 2q x n u ds dh . 3.18 .  .H E k k 5a 0 ­ D5
w xUsing the techniques of Crooke and Payne 4 which are readily adapted
to problems for star shaped domains in R3, we have
t1 1 1 1 1J t F R q d g u u q g T T dx dh .  .H H1 1 1 i , j i , j 2 , j , j
0 D1
t1 2 2 2 2q g u u q g T T dx dh , 3.19 . .H H 1 i , j i , j 2 , j , j 5
0 D2
for computable constants g . Here R is given byi 1
t 2 c2k 2
2R s M f f dx q g dx , 3.20 .H H1 i i /a aD D1 2
and d is the maximum distance along a ray between ­ D and ­ D . Now1 2
since u1 and T 1 vanish on ­ D , we have for instancei 1
t1 1 1 1 1 1 1u t u q u q kT y mDu y n u  .H H i i , h i , i i j , ji
0 D1
qkT 1 cT 1 y zDT 1 q u1 dx dh s 0. 3.21 .5 ., h j , j
Upon integrating we find
t t t1 11 1 1 1 1 1u u dx q u u dx dh q m u u dx dhH H H H Hi i i i i , j i , j2  .D t 0 D 0 D1 1 1 1
ckt t2 21 11 1 1 1q n u dx dh q T dx q zk T T dx dh . .H H H H Hj , j , i , i2  .0 D D t 0 D1 1 1 1
t ck 21 1 1s f f dx q g dx. 3.22 . .H Hi i2 2 .  .D 0 D 01 1
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The analogous result with u1, T 1, and D replaced by u2, T 2, and Di 1 i 2
follows immediately. We remark again that t was arbitrarily so that we1
may in our result replace t by t and conclude the following.1
 1 1.  2 2 .  .THEOREM 2. Let u , T and u , T be classical solutions of 3.1 ,i i
respecti¨ ely. Then for t ) 0 and computable positi¨ e constants M 's we ha¨ei
21 2 1 2 1 2J t F M f y f f y f dx q M g y g dx .  . .  .H H1 i i i i 2
D D0 0
1 1 2 2q d M f f dx q f f dxH H3 i i i i 5
D D1 2
2 21 2qM g dx q g dx , 3.23 . .  .H H4  5
D D1 2
 .  .  .where J t is defined by 3.3 and d by 3.19 .
This is the desired continuous dependence result.
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